
Jorge Zuniga Blanco on Mistakes to Avoid
When Adopting an eCommerce Platform
Longtime entrepreneur and businessman Jorge Zuniga Blanco from Costa Rica shares insight on what
to look at when implementing a proper eCommerce platform.

SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, June 25, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- You might be ready to embrace
eCommerce and may even have a superb strategy set up covering logistics, providers,
advertising, IT and stockroom.  However, if that plan isn’t executed properly, it becomes
irrelevant.  Without adequate execution, you’re setting yourself up for failure and will inarguably
allow your competitors to take the lead.  Jorge Zuniga Blanco, a successful business leader and
entrepreneur from Costa Rica, explains how to make sure your eCommerce platform is a
success.  

You can’t construct a decent eCommerce business store in a day. It needs cautious arranging and
execution. Web-based business isn’t only an extra sales channel and it has an authoritatively
wide effect from advertising, sales, IT, activities, client administration, and the executives.  Says
Zuniga, “Prior to setting up a schedule to roll out the business, understand the relationships
between all of them, the resources available and the budgets that will help you reach your
goals.”

Almost half of all companies will, in general, think little of the expense of their web-based
business stage. In addition, this isn’t constrained just to the implementation of the eCommerce
platform.  While expanded modernity and customizations to make a one of a kind client
experience can cause budgets to expand beyond their limits, inefficiencies and poor inventory
management will increase costs later on. 

Because of this, it is essential to recognize the cost heads ahead of time and push ahead with a
sensible spending plan. During execution, organize your necessities and pursue a staged
methodology spreading the expenses. In this way, continue estimating proficiency and expenses
crosswise over facilitating, stock administration, satisfaction, delivery and more and recognize
approaches to improve gainfulness. 

Different offices add to the achievement of a web-based business; from IT, advertising, deals,
bookkeeping, production network the executives, tasks, client administration to the executives.
On the off chance that these offices don’t cooperate in union, your client experience and
fulfillment can endure a tremendous shot. Henceforth, it is critical to include (instruct, look for
input, and so on.) all partners who are affected by the undertaking from the earliest starting
point. 

While training helps in dealing with their desires, looking for input makes them feel included and
decreases obstruction. Numerous online business organizations flop in this angle bringing about
cracked correspondence, missed due dates, and expanded expenses. Thus, including the correct
partners and getting them to consent to an arrangement can be the distinction between a
fruitful and broken online business setup. 

With expanded commoditization of items and promptly accessible websites to compare goods, it
is exceptionally simple for your clients to move to a competitor.  In this situation, not
understanding and thinking little of the challenge is a cardinal sin that no eCommerce business
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can commit.  You don’t need to imitate your competition, but you definitely need to know what
they’re up to.  Explains Zuniga, “Companies regularly fail to monitor the competition in order to
continually make their own platforms stand out.  In doing so, they are losing ground to
competitors and, obviously, losing sales.”

Examination and forecasting lie at the core of any fruitful business. They help you comprehend
what is functioning admirably for you and plan for a superior future.  While instinct plays a part
in decision making, relying too heavily on it, and ignoring analytics, can have disastrous
consequences. 

An online business store collects a lot of information identified with clients, requests, items and
more that can possibly drive significantly more deals when utilized viably.  Asserts Zuniga,
“Businesses, in light of absence of comprehension and awareness, regularly neglect to benefit
from this gold mine of data.  Put resources into a decent analytics application that can change
over this information into bits of knowledge and help you make increasingly educated choices.”

About Jorge Zuniga Blanco

Jorge Zuniga Blanco is a leading eCommerce expert who has provided his services to growing
organizations throughout the world.  He has a diverse background of industries to his credit,
giving him the ability to relate and contribute to business owners in a variety of markets.  He has
more than 20 years in the eCommerce industry and, for the past nine, has dedicated his
expertise and knowledge into helping executives and managers develop their business.
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